
Titanium Racing  
TC5 upgrades. 
F1 technology  
for your model car.

New! from Tr
The latest upgrades for Associated  

TC5 — as used by factory team drivers!

titan ium racing



visit: www.titaniumracing.com

NexT geN Pro comP SPoolNexT–geN Pro comP SPool

Precision made for increased spur 
and pinion concentricity and reduced 
rotational mass.

Eliminates pulley and spur gear play 
resulting in a better transmission of power. 
Colour coded in Blue these shafts are a 
must for serious racers.

BEnEFiTs:
increased power transmission

Reduced rotational mass for faster pick up

Eliminates pulley and spur gear play

1] PART CodE: 
a. superlyte Layshaft:  TnM9525

SuPerlyTe layShafT
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The hottest spool on the market 
makes its mark in the TC5.

Featuring a colour coded aluminium centre 
body and replaceable delrin drives, the lat-
est generation spools have a unique drive 
feature (patent pending) that does not 
require the use of pins, making the unit 
more robust and easier to use.

in testing the spool gave more steering 
response over the previous designs.

These will not let you down.

BEnEFiTs:
Lightweight design improves steering response

Replaceable cups

2] PART CodEs: 
a. spool:  TnM3573LG

b. Replaceable cups: TnM3625LG 

c. spool sleeves: TnM3997



Pro-comP diff ouTdriveS worldS  
ediTioN cvd
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Ever wanted to simply replace the 
ends of your outdrives?

Well with Titanium Racing new Pro  
Competition differential outdrives you can. 
specially designed for the TC5 to exacting 
standards and precision for a really smooth 
diff action, these outdrives feature a hard 
colour coded aluminium centre that 
eliminates diff melting.

Using our unique patent pending approach 
to driving the delrin ends, which can be 
replaced without the need of throwing  
the whole outdrive away, this is the latest 
product that will give you the racing 
advantage.

BEnEFiTs:
super smooth differential action

Replaceable delrin cups

no more diff melting

Reduced running costs

3]  PART CodEs:   TnM4425
a. Replaceable Cups TnM4525 

b. diff sleeves TnM3999

Titanium Racing’s Worlds edition CVd 
is now available for the TC5.

Copied by others but never equalled this 
CVd is simply ahead of the competition

Having won numerous championships 
across the world including the BRCA 
national Modified championship for  
three consecutive years these give you 
the racing edge.

Faster acceleration through reduced  
rotating mass and better handling 
through the reduction in un-sprung 
weight will see your lap times fall.

BEnEFiTs:
Light weight for increased acceleration

2 sets of holes for increased life expectancy

increased rotational smoothness

Reduced Unsprung mass for better handling

4] PART CodEs:   TnM2525W
a. Replacement Bone:  TnM2525Wd 

b. Replacement Axle:  TnM2525WA 

c. Rebuild Kit:  TnM2500W5



6–4 TiTaNium 
Screw kiT

Using an identical grade of Titanium 
as manufactured and supplied by 
Titanium Racing to Formula one’s 
foremost racing team. 

You can be sure that the screws you  
use on your model racing car have a  
true racing pedigree.

designed to save almost 50% of  
weight from the original kit screws  
with unsurpassed strength these are 
designed to last. 

These will not let you down.

BEnEFiTs:
Weight reduction 46%

iso compliant

strength

5] PART CodEs:
a. screw Kit:   TnM8525F 

b. droop screws:  TnM8002
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WOrLD rc 
PErFOrmancE titan ium racing
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alSo availaBle:

Many other types of titanium screw 
and fittings. To view and buy visit:  
www.titaniumracing.com today.

How to order

need TR parts for a different car?

To order your Titanium Racing parts,  
call the order hotline today: 
+ 44 (0) 1603 411981

To view all TR products and buy  
on-line: www.titaniumracing.com

or e-mail us: sales@titaniumracing.com

Titanium Racing parts are available for 
the following range of cars.

All parts are manufactured to the same 
high quality specification and feature the 
same performance enhancements.

3  HoT BodiEs CYCLonE 

3 sCHUMACHER M13 

3 TAMiYA 415 MsX 

3 sERPEnT s400 

3 X-RAY T007/008

3 CoRALLY RdX 

3 YoKoMo Bd/sd
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